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The 2006 National Security Strategy solicited new approaches to deterrence that
will affect terrorists not deterrable through traditional means. Recent national strategy
and doctrine documents have answered the call by redefining deterrence so that the
traditional defensive, reactive concept is conflated with offensive preemptive action.
This re-imagining of deterrence was misguided. Theory suggests the new approach
weakened deterrence instead of strengthening it and exchanged long-term progress for
short-term risk avoidance. This project examines deterrence in history, exposes the
divergence between traditional deterrence and current strategy, and proposes a new
model of deterrence that illustrates the limitations of a strategy based on the physical
effects generated by preemptive conventional weapons in a war against terrorists. The
paper then recommends changes in policy that unlinks preemption from deterrence,
emphasizes psychological effects and influence, and sets realistic expectations.

RETOOLING DETERRENCE FOR THE LONG WAR

The 2002 National Security Strategy identified a security environment radically
different from that of its two year-old predecessor. Informed by the shocking terrorist
attacks of 11 September 2001, the new document introduced an equally radical doctrine
of preemptive action. This controversial doctrine justified the use of military force to
prevent attacks on U.S. interests even if the timing of an adversary’s attack was not
clear. The shifting tide had swept away a decade-old vision of peaceful global
engagement and replaced it with a war cry that President George W. Bush would use to
justify the 2003 invasion of Iraq. 1
The current National Security Strategy appears less strident. The 2006 edition
retains the concept of preemption, but the policy is no longer highlighted in the
President’s introduction. Another theme from 2002, deterrence, also survived the
transition to the current strategy. Unlike preemption, though, emphasis on deterrence
has grown. The 2002 National Security Strategy proposed that terrorists largely were
not deterrable and focused the relevance of deterrence on rogue states, which might
sponsor terrorist networks, and potential users of weapons of mass destruction. 2 In
contrast, the 2006 National Security Strategy as well as the current crop of associated
national-level strategies and plans suggest terrorist organizations often can be deterred,
and as a result deterrence has become a key element of the national strategy to prevent
terrorist attacks. 3
Close examination of the current strategy exposes a problem, though. Several
recent national strategy and doctrine documents have conflated the concepts of
deterrence and preemption. Now these two traditionally separate concepts form

elements of a singular definition. This recasting of deterrence is misguided. By
improperly applying the logic of deterrence, the new approach weakens deterrence and
exchanges long-term progress for short-term risk avoidance. This project examines
deterrence in history, the conflict between traditional deterrence and current ideas, and
proposes a new model of deterrence that illustrates the limitations of a strategy based
on physical effects generated preemptively by conventional weapons in a war against
terrorists. The paper then recommends a new course that sets realistic expectations
while steering toward a concept emphasizing psychological effects and influence.
Deterrence in History
Modern deterrence was born in a mushroom cloud over Hiroshima, but the
concept needed time to mature. The United States enjoyed a nuclear monopoly as the
year 1950 approached. Approximately fifty “Fat Man” plutonium implosion bombs of the
type exploded over Nagasaki filled an arsenal that was unmatched and growing every
month. 4 A meeting at the White House on 13 September 1948 confirmed the role of the
atomic arsenal as a tool of war. 5 There, President Harry S. Truman vowed that he would
not hesitate to use the atomic bomb against the Soviet Union if war came as a result of
the Berlin crisis. 6 Eleven days later, the U.S. Ambassador to Moscow, Walter B. Smith,
explained why the atomic bombs were useful only as weapons to employ: The Soviet
Union’s vast land area and diversified industry rendered the atomic arsenal worthless as
a deterrent. 7 Truman’s readiness to use atomic bombs is understandable. His staff
estimated the Soviet Union was unlikely to build an atomic weapon until the mid-1950s. 8
During the interim, the lack of a Soviet nuclear threat would afford the United States
considerable freedom to craft an aggressive atomic weapons policy.
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The shock of an unexpected Soviet atomic bomb test in 1949 drove rapid
adjustments to policy. In April 1950 the top secret “United States Objectives and
Programs for National Security,” commonly known as NSC-68, identified the means,
ways, and ends of deterrence. Within an American grand strategy of containment, it
proposed that “the role of military power is to serve the national purpose by deterring an
attack upon us while we seek by other means to create an environment in which our
free society can flourish...” 9 In October 1953 NSC-162/2 outlined a unique “grammar” of
deterrence to provide the concept’s first systematic examination. 10 Just three months
later, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles unveiled “massive retaliation” as the policy
through which the United States would pursue deterrence. 11 By January 1954
deterrence had been cemented as a cornerstone of policy and had been linked
inextricably with nuclear weapons.
Deterrence continued to gain traction for nearly a decade despite a lack of critical
thinking on the subject. 12 Before 1960 there was no scientific literature on deterrence.
No theoretical structure or terminology existed for deterrence that other fields of study
such as economics enjoyed. 13 By the early 1960s, however, theorists such as Herman
Kahn, Bernard Brodie, and Thomas Schelling had begun to leverage the emerging
academic disciplines of game theory and systems theory to create an analytic
framework for understanding deterrence. Within a few years, a general theory of nonuse of military force emerged—one in which the best course of action could be
counterintuitive and therefore provable only through mathematics. One equation
captured the essence of the theory for the duration of the Cold War: Deterrence =
Capability × Intent.
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In this model, the deterrent effect is easy to understand. As capability and intent to
produce unacceptable consequences increase, the deterrent effect increases. The
opposite also holds true. Unless an actor possesses the ability and the willingness to
harm another, deterrence is not credible. 14 Both superpowers seemed to possess the
capability and intent to use nuclear weapons, but an important aspect of Cold War
relations moderated deterrence. A mutual understanding existed that only an
unacceptable provocation by either side would result in unacceptable reprisal from the
other. As a practical strategy, each side pursued the objective of deterrence through
offensive means—nuclear weapons—but in ways that were defensive—reactive use.
The linkage of objective, ways, and means reinforced a tense but workable status quo
as the United States and the Soviet Union pursued their own interests.
A Clash of Definitions
The synthesis of theory and experience informed a definition of deterrence still in
common use: “deterring or preventing by fear” specifically with respect to “the reduction
of the likelihood of war by the fear that nuclear weapons will be used against an
aggressor.” 15 This definition is simple, but it obscures a complicated logic. 16 Despite
efforts to analyze deterrence with hard science or to understand it as a hard science,
deterrence remains at least as much qualitative as quantitative. It cannot be reduced to
any one aspect such as buying more of a deterrent, so predictions such as marginal
return on investment can be difficult. 17 Complexities underpinning a simple definition did
not matter greatly when a bipolar balance of power, however dangerous, was in many
ways itself simple. 18 Compared with the Cold War, though, today’s security environment
is volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous. Shades of meaning matter now more
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than ever because the threat has become more complex. States armed with nuclear
weapons still pose a challenge, but stateless terrorists who have no return address
pose the gravest threat to the security of the United States. 19
Policy makers have recast deterrence to meet the new threat. Before11
September 2001 the Department of Defense defined deterrence as “the prevention from
action by fear of the consequences” and further explained that “deterrence is a state of
mind brought about by the existence of a credible threat of unacceptable
counteraction.” 20 A different definition emerged in 2006. Deterrence then could be seen
as “actions taken to disrupt, prevent, or preclude acts of aggression” to include
“preemptive actions to unhinge the ability to conduct operations.” 21 The former definition
is classic; it conceives of deterrence as a state of equilibrium that will be disturbed only
in the event of transgression. The latter definition shares few words and little meaning
with its predecessor. The new concept emphasizes action instead of posturing and
preemption instead of retaliation. An additional difference becomes apparent only in
context. The older definition was not tied to a particular time or circumstance. The new
definition, however, is calculated specifically to help win the War on Terrorism.
Missing from the conversation is critical thinking necessary to show how the
administration’s new view of deterrence will work. Over time, strategic nuclear
deterrence has become synonymous with deterrence in general, 22 and no significant
body of thought exists on deterrence at the operational and tactical levels of conflict. 23
Further, John Mearsheimer, an authority on deterrence through conventional weapons,
proposes that deterrence does not apply to guerrilla-type forces. 24 Finally, another
author has concluded that deterrence is neither isolatable nor analyzable at the low end
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of the spectrum of conflict where terrorist activity typically occurs. 25 A new model of
deterrence, discussed below, suggests not only that conventional weapons may not
deter terrorists effectively but also that current policy weakens any deterrent effect that
otherwise could be generated.
A New Model of Deterrence
The degree to which an actor can be deterred depends on more than a
multiplication of capability and intent. Figure 1 proposes a more comprehensive
equation:
Capability
×
Intent
×
Credibility

Potential
Deterrence = Resistance
Hardness
+
Regeneration
+
Motivation
+
Unpredictability

Figure 1 26
Potential is a characteristic of the deterring actor defined as the amount of
pressure that actor can bring to bear on the target of deterrence. Three variables,
capability, intent, and credibility, factor into potential. Capability is the force available to
the deterring actor. 27 Intent measures the deterring actor’s willingness to use the
available capability. Credibility describes the degree to which the deterring actor
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projects a believable capability and intent. Potential cannot exist unless all three of its
variables are present. For example, intent to deter cannot generate any potential unless
some capability exists to produce an unacceptable consequence. 28 Therefore, the
calculation of potential is multiplicative operation. Potential is greatest when all three
variables are strong, and it falls to zero when any of the variables is absent.
Resistance is a characteristic of the target of deterrence defined as the degree to
which that actor can oppose the potential of the deterring agent. Four variables,
hardness, regeneration, motivation, and unpredictability, contribute to resistance.
Hardness is the ability to avoid or withstand an attack. Regeneration refers to the ability
to repair the damage resulting from an attack. Motivation describes the strength of
desire to pursue a course of action. Unpredictability measures the degree to which the
target of deterrence compares costs and benefits differently than the deterring actor.
Unlike potential, resistance can exist as long as any of its variables are present. An
impregnable, infinitely hard defense, for example, would generate infinite resistance that
no amount of potential could overcome. No other variable of resistance would be
needed. In practice, values of any variable probably would not approach infinity.
However, even a small measure of any variable would yield at least a small amount of
resistance. Like potential, though, resistance is strongest when all of its variables are
present and strong.
This model helps explain not only the efficacy of Cold War nuclear deterrence but
also why the simple formula of capability multiplied by intent adequately described the
dynamic. During the Cold War, both superpowers enjoyed enormous potential. Once
large stockpiles had been produced, nuclear weapons afforded each side a capability to
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inflict harm that was unacceptable if not incalculable. Each also expressed intent to use
the capability available if the other side crossed an often ambiguously defined
threshold. 29 Strong credibility existed on both sides, too, because the Americans and
the Soviets believed each other’s rhetoric. 30 Resistance, by comparison, was minimal.
Neither side could avoid or withstand a nuclear attack once it was launched, nor could
either regenerate quickly afterwards. 31 The bipolar balance of power benefited both
nations, and each had a great deal to lose by upsetting the status quo in ways they
might not be able to control. As a result, motivation to pursue intentionally provocative,
risky courses of action generally was low. Finally, each side pursued similar interests
such as territorial integrity, ideological exportation, and economic expansion through
ways and means informed by a generally like-minded decision-making process. As a
result, sufficient “sameness” existed to keep unpredictability low. Potential dominated
resistance, then, and created a strong and stable deterrent effect throughout most of the
Cold War. Deterrence never was certain, of course, but history and this model suggest
that only something unforeseen—an accident or a grave miscalculation—could have
caused deterrence to fail.
Applied to the Long War, though, this model suggests that the utility of deterrence,
especially classical deterrence informed by Cold War experience, is less certain. The
punitive capability of the United States has diminished drastically in a fight where it must
(presumably) keep its nuclear guns holstered and employ conventional force with
restraint. Every other element of deterrence favors the terrorist threat, and conflating
preemption with deterrence further weakens the position of the United States.
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Conventional Deterrence Is Weaker Than Nuclear Deterrence
Nations have attempted to leverage conventional force for deterrence across the
ages. More than 2,400 years ago, the Greek historian Thucydides described how
Athens and Sparta attempted to convince each other that starting what would become
the Peloponnesian War, a conflict that would ruin winner and loser alike, would not be
worth the cost. 32 Today, the presence of America’s conventional military forces
overseas is said to avert crises by signaling the nation’s intent and capability to prevent
conflict and respond if necessary. 33 But in the same way that “skunks deter some
predators; Roman legions deter some enemies; police deter some crime,” 34
conventional forces deter only some of the time. The word “some” is key. It drives home
the historical reality that conventional deterrence often fails or fails to apply. 35
Of course, conventional deterrence has had many more opportunities to fail than
nuclear deterrence. It is not certain that nuclear deterrence would continue to succeed
or fail across the span of human history. All that can be said for certain is that no major
war between nuclear powers has occurred during the era of nuclear deterrence. In
contrast, conventional deterrence has failed, even during the nuclear era, and seems
likely to fail again in the future. The intent here is not to ascribe failures of conventional
deterrence solely to time. The point is that experience with nuclear deterrence is
relatively limited, so theory may not describe every element of importance when
comparing nuclear and conventional deterrence. Nevertheless, theory implies two key
elements that render conventional weapons less deterring to any actor than nuclear
weapons.
First, nuclear weapons and conventional weapons produce quantitatively and
qualitatively different first order effects. The drastic quantitative differences between
9

nuclear and conventional weapons effects are well documented. Even small, onekiloton nuclear weapon (equivalent to one thousand tons of TNT) creates orders of
magnitude more physical damage than the largest conventional explosive ever
employed in battle. Moreover, the damage mechanisms differ. Conventional explosions
generate most of their damaging effects from blast and fragmentation. Nuclear weapons
create an enormous blast wave, but they also emit tremendous heat, prompt radiation,
and fallout that cause worse, more varied, and sometimes delayed trauma. Less
understood is a crucial qualitative difference. Nuclear deterrence separates the means
of punishment—nuclear weapons—from the means of defense—missile defenses, for
example—if there can be any defense at all. However, in conventional deterrence,
conventional forces provide both the means of punishment and the means of defense. 36
In other words, the military that protects a nation also dispenses retribution. It is not
clear that the drastically different quantitative or qualitative first order effects of
conventional weapons can generate the higher order effect of impairing an enemy’s will
to fight. 37 In a nuclear war, the so-called “loser” conceivably could inflict as much
damage as the winner. Such is not the case with conventional warfare. The loser in a
conventional war typically endures much greater destruction than does the victor. Even
so, the loser’s share of damage may be tolerable depending on the interests at stake,
and the comparatively light burden borne by the victor makes it easier for an actor who
enjoys a position of advantage to conclude warfare is worth the risk. The differences in
first order effects decrease the capability of a deterring actor in ways that may not be
readily apparent. As a result, conventional weapons confer less potential to deter than
nuclear weapons.
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Second, the employment of a weapon, nuclear or conventional, weakens
deterrence by removing a stabilizing element of doubt. Deterrence is most stable when
the target of deterrence is certain that the deterring actor has the capability and intent to
retaliate when provoked but is unsure exactly what would be a sufficient provocation.
The vagueness of a trigger event creates doubt in the mind of the target of deterrence.
Doubt then causes hesitation to pursue a wider range of actions than certainty about the
trigger would necessitate. At the same time, vagueness preserves flexibility by allowing
the deterring actor not to respond to any particular provocation without losing face. Both
conditions stabilize deterrence. Conventional weapons upset the balance, however.
They are employed often, uncloaking the threshold with each application of force.
Further, each successive use of conventional force demonstrates the would-be
deterring actor lacks the ability to deter or to achieve a decisive outcome through
retaliation. Because decisions made using the calculus of deterrence often hinge more
on power than willingness, 38 the resulting predicament weakens deterrence by creating
a feedback loop. With each trip around the loop, the target of deterrence learns that its
ability to endure punishment confers increasingly more freedom to provoke.
Terrorists Are Less Deterrable Than Traditional Actors
Terrorist groups like al Qaeda are difficult to deter because they possess
resistance that state actors lack. When compared with terrorists, most states are
disadvantaged in terms of hardness, regeneration, unpredictability, and motivation. Socalled “rogue” states are more resistant to deterrence because they are less predictable
and sometimes more motivated to pursue provocative courses of action than are
responsible states. However, a deterring actor can gain traction by leveraging the
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physical manifestation of a rogue state—its fixed territory, infrastructure, and
population—because these attributes generally are neither hard nor easy to regenerate.
In contrast, because terrorists may shun the trappings of statehood, organize in loose
networks, possess strong motivation to act, and think less predictably than state actors,
it is debatable whether they are deterrable at all. 39 At the very least, this model implies
that because terrorists are relatively strong across all the variables of resistance, they
are much harder to deter than current policy suggests.
To begin, terrorist organizations possess great hardness. This proposition may
seem counterintuitive. After all, terrorists typically do not operate from reinforced
underground command centers, move via sophisticated armored vehicles, or wear hightechnology body armor. On the contrary, they often operate from mud huts, move on
foot, and wear no ballistic protection. However, terrorist organizations possess a
different but equally important hardness: They are hard to find. Often they are
indistinguishable from the civilian populace, so they sometimes hide in plain sight. At
other times they elude pursuit by evaporating into vast, inaccessible terrain. The natural
ability of terrorists either to blend or evade reverses the traditional idea of hardness that
American military forces have been optimized to defeat. In the Cold War, Soviet forces
were easy to find but hard to kill. Terrorists, though, are easy to kill but hard to find.
Because Western military systems have been optimized to kill rather than to find, on
balance, the terrorists’ brand of hardness confers a great deal of resistance not enjoyed
by Occidental states.
Next, when attacked, terrorist networks can rapidly regenerate their operational
capability. Terrorist networks run on far fewer operatives than do traditional military
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forces. The former take few casualties and need few replacements. This low human
operating cost makes regeneration relatively easy in a protracted war. As long as
terrorists can tap into a reservoir of disaffected people, the supply of aspiring operators
likely will meet the limited demand. At a systems level, groups like Al Qaeda also
regenerate operational capability quickly because of their loose structure. 40 Their
systems, like other transient, fluid, non-hierarchical networks, pose great difficulty for
analysts looking for vulnerabilities that can be targeted. Moreover, even when a node in
a system can be isolated, the rest of the flat network exhibits a remarkable degree of
self-healing that allows operations to continue with minimal degradation. In effect, then,
terrorist networks share more in common with the Internet, a self-healing network
descended from a Cold War command, control, and communications system designed
to be resistant to nuclear attack, than they do rigidly structured organizations like the
militaries that hunt them. As a result, successfully targeting a node or two of a terrorist
network may have no more operational impact on the organization than would the loss
of a server or two on the capacity of the Internet. A significant portion of the entire
terrorist network would have to be successfully attacked within a short period of time to
weaken its ability to regenerate.
Further, objectives for which there can be no accommodation generate
tremendous motivation. Terrorists may be willing to pay any price for metaphysical
gains that a logical cost/benefit calculation cannot define. Achieving paradise as a
martyr, for example, has no quantifiable value. That is not to say, though, that its value
is meaningless. If a suicide terrorist is willing to kill himself to achieve a goal, the payoff
must be important. However, the payoff cannot be used to predict accurately what level
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of deterrence, if any, may be required to prevent the act. Revenge also may motivate
terrorists, 41 and terror used by extremist organizations with a messianic focus can be
understood as a sort of worship in which extremist acts have intrinsic value. 42 The latter
motivations are especially problematic. Martyrdom, at least, achieves a payoff by
leveraging terrorism to achieve a higher goal. Revenge and extremism exercised for
their own sakes not only fail to relate terror with higher objectives, 43 they also combine
the means of achieving a payoff with the payoff itself. If strategy can be considered a
linkage among ends, ways, and means, then the overlap of those elements exposes
little strategic surface area that a counter-strategy of deterrence can affect.
Finally, terrorists often prove unpredictable. Many factors can contribute to the
unpredictability of their behavior. Failure of the deterring actor to understand the
terrorists’ ethos can create false assumptions and lead to inappropriate mirror-imaging
that decrease the ability to predict terrorist behavior. Language differences can pose
barriers to understanding and prediction. Terrorists also can choose to act irrationally or
irresponsibly. 44 Thomas Schelling, a founder of deterrence theory, articulated this
propensity when he noted, “…madmen, like small children, often can not be controlled
by threats.” 45 The logic is simple. A rational actor selects a course of action calculated to
achieve an optimal outcome based on what he believes the other actor will do. Without
rationality, accurate prediction becomes impossible. Deterrence then devolves into a
game of chance rather than strategy. Because terrorists often select courses of action
that do not seem rational, from a psychological perspective they may be nearly
impervious to deterrence. 46
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Conflation with Preemption Weakens Deterrence
After the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001, President Bush declared the first
priority of the United States was to disrupt and destroy terrorist organizations. 47 This
policy, enabled by preemptive action, sends conflicting messages to terrorists who
might otherwise be deterred. Deterrence and eradication are mutually exclusive. 48
Terrorists cannot be both deterred and destroyed. Deterrence requires the acceptance
of a certain status quo between two actors. However, a goal of destruction eliminates
any trade space in which deterrence can occur. Eradication does not leave an escape
route, or “tolerable recourse,” through which an enemy can save face. 49 Theorist Robert
Powell explains that “…an adversary needs an honorable path of retreat if we are to
achieve our main policy goals through the reputation of power rather than through the
actual use of force. A cornered adversary may lash out…” 50
As a result of the President’s policy, terrorist activity may increase. Striking at
terrorists before they commit terrorist acts inflames the passions that spawned terrorism
in the first place. Simply announcing a policy of preemption in the 2002 National
Security Strategy ill served deterrence. 51 It could drive some who were terrorist
sympathizers to become terror practitioners. Further, preemption encourages terrorism
by making the consequences of not committing terrorist acts as bad as the
consequences of committing them. For any group subject to immediate eradication,
there is every reason to attack. 52 In theory, striking first as soon as war is perceived as
inevitable best serves the interest of any actor. 53 Even if one side is considerably
weaker than another, it is in the weaker side’s interest to strike first, no matter how slim
the chance of victory, if defeat is unacceptable and waiting only further weakens their
position.
15

The evidence in this matter should not be misinterpreted to suggest that the
elimination of terrorist organizations or preemptive action is not desirable. If terrorists
are not deterrable, preemption and eradication may offer a viable solution. However, if
policy makers want to deter, they should realize pursuing both goals might drive some
who would have otherwise been deterred to join the active terrorist ranks.
Recommendations
After the Soviet Union dissolved, the United States began shifting its threat-based
military structure toward a capabilities-based construct. The new means of deterrence
would be geared to counter myriad potential threats in the uncertain future. As part of
that movement, the 2002 Nuclear Posture Review introduced a “New Triad” intended to
deter a wider array of adversaries. 54 These enhanced capabilities might have bolstered
deterrence against state threats; however, they have not dealt with terrorist
organizations effectively. On the contrary, the capabilities-based approach has missed
its mark because deterrence is inherently a culturally specific phenomenon that requires
a highly tailored threat-based mindset. Deterrence is an effect, not an instrumentality.
No thing is inherently deterring. 55 The value of any capability rests solely in its ability to
influence the mind of a particularly unique enemy. 56 Deterrent capabilities acquired
without advance knowledge of their target will be increasingly less effective as the
uniqueness of an unforeseen adversary evolves. Policy makers must tailor strategies
precisely if deterrence is to be relevant in the Long War. Capturing every element of
those strategies is beyond the scope of this paper. However, three ideas focused on
restraint seem a reasonable place to start. Further research is needed to refine these
concepts into detailed courses of action.
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Unlink Preemption from Deterrence
By its very nature, deterrence is a defensive phenomenon. 57 So whatever else it
may be, deterrence is not preemptive. 58 This paper has explained that preemption
weakens deterrence, so it makes no sense to associate the two concepts. Moreover,
the risk that deterrence might fail should not necessarily drive a strategy of preemption.
Preemptive action incurs other costs that may not be weighed carefully enough in a
rush to action. Policy makers may have to pay for preemption with military and civilian
lives, large financial outlays, and the reconstruction of damaged infrastructure. These
costs could be worse than a failure of deterrence itself. 59 Moreover, a policy of
preemption exacts a toll in terms of perceived legitimacy. The 2002 National Security
Strategy theme of “forward deterrence” caused domestic disruption and international
condemnation even before it was used to justify an invasion of Iraq, 60 and it has
continued to draw criticism. At a time when the United States is seeking alliances to
advance its security agenda, the unpopular policy of preemption, whose legality has
been questioned by many traditional allies of the United States, may be limiting longterm success. Classical, reactive deterrence, on the other hand, “…is quite properly a
concept with a high approval rating.” 61 It falls well within the norms of international law
and consequently generates popular support. So even in cases where deterrence may
have limited utility, modest gains at least can be preserved by avoiding the potentially
negative consequences of preemption. Deterrence, then, if it is untangled from
preemption through the use of precise language and restrained engagement, will
remain a viable policy option even if preemption loses its palatability.
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Tailor Deterrence for Terrorist Threats
The United States should not abandon traditional deterrence. States armed with
nuclear weapons still pose a serious threat, and there is every reason to believe that
traditional deterrence will continue to mitigate the risk of a devastating attack on the
homeland, American citizens, and its allies. The terrorist threat, however, requires a
rethinking of deterrence with respect to both application and expectations.
Deterrence will not be applicable to the terrorist fight until viewed as a “unified,
coherent, long-term, and culturally-oriented policy and strategy that integrates all the
civil and military elements of US national power synergistically to influence the behavior
of diverse possible adversaries.” 62 This is a tall order to fill. Its scope helps frame an
understanding, though, of why deterrence has not yet been effective and how far policy
makers have to go in order to make it so. Coercive military power, especially when
applied preemptively, does not play a leading role in this concept of deterrence. The
most significant contribution of military forces might be information systems rather than
lethal hardware. Enhanced human intelligence gathering and psychological modeling,
for example, might provide access to terrorist networks and afford insight into terrorist
decision making that is not available today.
In its fullest application, this new concept probably would begin to lose its identity
as deterrence. That may be desirable. A joint study conducted by RAND and the
Institute for Defense Analyses concluded that for long term success, “it is essential to
understand that a strategy of deterrence is the wrong concept—it is both too limiting and
too naïve. It is far better to conceive of a strategy with an influence component, which
has a broader range of coercive elements and a range of plausible positives, some of
which we know from history are essential for success.” 63 Michael Howard points out one
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of these examples by noting that for the use of military force to be decisive, honor must
be satisfied “unless the defeated peoples are to be massacred or reduced to perpetual
slavery.” 64 So in order to produce a lasting peace, U.S. policy makers should emphasize
activities that seek honorable reconciliation and reintegration of its adversaries into the
international community. A strategy that contains the terrorist threat while addressing
the underlying causes of terrorism could provide a model for success. 65 Robert Art’s
recommended grand strategy of “selective engagement” also contains elements of
influence tempered by restraint that could be useful. 66 Finally, strategies calculated to
influence external vulnerabilities of terrorists groups—their external support,
constituencies, and inter-group conflict—may eventually weaken their ability to operate
and prevent similar groups from achieving meaningful operational capability.
Set Realistic Expectations
Deterrence is “inherently unreliable” over the long term. 67 It never can be
guaranteed because of the non-linear nature of the cognitive processes used to make
decisions. 68 It cannot be perfect, nor should policy makers try to make it so. At its best,
deterrence is low-cost insurance that protects against some but not all contingencies. 69
Efforts to create infallible deterrence will bankrupt any treasury as diminishing returns
render incremental improvements unaffordable. The United States simply can not afford
to protect everyone, every time, everywhere. Secretary of Homeland Security Michael
Chertoff has identified the challenge: to analyze the threat, vulnerability, and
consequences to determine the most cost effective way of gaining security. 70
Policy makers, then, must design and execute realistic strategies that ensure the
costs are bearable when that failure occurs. 71 This course of action is easier to
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recommend than implement. Elected officials and their staffs are not keen to discuss the
tradeoff between dollars and lives, but these tradeoffs are made every day. Herman
Kahn described these kinds of choices as “awkward” in his 1962 book Thinking about
the Unthinkable. 72 Kahn might be credited with a gift for understatement considering he
was discussing scenarios where decisions could mean the difference between ten
million and 100 million deaths. Nevertheless, the thrust of his argument remains
relevant today: No matter how painful an outcome might be, if the outcome can happen,
it is better to vet the issue than to bury it. Because neither preemption nor deterrence
has eliminated the terrorist threat, defensive capabilities should receive at least as much
attention as offensive might. These defenses should be conceived to reduce sharply the
risk of worst-case catastrophes while mitigating to an extent that is affordable the risk of
relatively minor losses. Fielding a ballistic missile defense system is a positive step
along two axes. First, effective missile defenses confers hardness against a previously
undefeatable means of attack. A boost in hardness will increase the ability of the United
States to resist its adversaries. Second, ballistic missile defenses protect against threats
that posses the capacity to inflict the most grievous losses. So even if terrorists are
unlikely to launch ballistic missiles in the near future without the aid of a state sponsor,
the investment in missile defenses is wise. The terrorist missile threat may develop
someday, but other actors, such as China, already possess the ability to launch an
attack that the envisioned missile defenses can counter. In the immediate future
terrorists probably will attempt less ambitious operations that may be harder to detect
and counter than a missile attack. Therefore, hardening infrastructure most vital to the
American way of life should be a focus, too. Lines of communication, power generation
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and distribution, food and water networks, and other key systems must be secured.
Anti-access technologies that prevent terrorists and their weapons from entering the
United States should be pursued. Consequence management, too, should continue to
receive ample attention because an attack could occur at any time. Finally, planning for
punitive action must continue. The capability and intent to follow through on threats of
retaliation will remain necessary as long as the United States pursues deterrence.
Conclusion
Current deterrence strategy cannot deal effectively with the threat of terrorism.
Even though the intent to use military force is great, the capability to harm terrorist
organizations is lacking, and U.S. credibility shrinks each time the use of force fails to
achieve decisive results. Further, terrorists are highly resistant to deterrence. The
physical elements of their networks are hard to target and easy to regenerate. Irrational
calculation coupled with payoffs for which any price might be acceptable render
terrorists’ will to act difficult to affect. Additionally, preemption weakens deterrence by
destabilizing the status quo arrangement necessary for mutual coexistence.
Fusing preemption with deterrence may have provided a convenient springboard
from which to strike at terrorists in the aftermath of the 11 September 2001 attacks.
Over time, though, this policy has begun to generate unintended adverse
consequences. Instead of strengthening deterrence, preemption has weakened what
effect deterrence may have had on terrorists. At the same time, an aggressive “forward
deterrence” policy has weakened the perceived legitimacy of the United States.
Recasting deterrence as preemption only sidestepped the true nature of the problem—
that the threat has shifted, and security policy has not kept pace.
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Policy makers have a choice to make. Holding the present course may seem
expedient. In the short run it may prevent some attacks by exterminating terrorists
before they can act; however, the nation risks perpetually hemorrhaging blood and
treasure around a potentially endless cycle of violence. On the other hand, unlinking
deterrence from preemption, tailoring deterrence to the terrorist threat, and setting
realistic expectations can leverage the most relevant aspects of deterrence to secure a
better, longer-lasting peace. Resistance may come, though, over the risk of near-term
terrorist attacks that could have been preempted. So the issue devolves to a question of
risk management. The easy way ahead would be to defer risk as long as possible. The
better course, retooling deterrence, will demand courage from policy makers as they
shoulder risk today in order to secure success in the Long War tomorrow.
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the actual probabilities. However, there is likely to be a great tendency to wishful thinking when
faced with the prospect of many certain deaths. Consider the following hypothetical table:

Policy
A
B
C
D

Probability of Loss
1.0
.1
.01
.001

Some Awkward Choices
Amount of Loss
Expected Loss
$3,000
$3,000
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$30,000
$30,000,000
$300,000
$300,000,000
$3,000,000

Probability of no loss
0
.9
.99
.999

If a decision maker were to choose between the four policies indicated above, he is very
likely to have the preferences A,B,C,D. If, however, lives are at stake rather than dollars, and if
the decision maker is going to have to acknowledge responsibility for any deaths which might
result from his choice (and the operation of chance), then his preferences are likely to be
reversed; for example, most decision makers would choose C over A, because under policy C
there a ninety-nine chances out of a hundred of the policy being successful and only one
chance out of a hundred of a failure, while A is guaranteed to fail. The expected loss under
policy C is greater but it is a risk, not a certainty, and in most cases some judicious wishful
thinking will partially conceal both the degree and consequences of the risk.”
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